
 

 

Issue 19 (Clowns to the Left Jokers to the Right) 

While browsing Citizen Free Press I stumbled onto a clip 

from Fox News. It was a short interview/exchange 

between Neil Cavuto and Ben Carson. I felt somehow I 

was betraying my country by even watching a YouTube 

clip of a FoxNews clip but since Ben Carson is not a 

complete scumbag I thought I would give it a try. 



 

What followed prompted me to run the interview through 

SRT (Saint Richard Translator). So here goes. It will be in 

the Neil then Ben then SRT format. 

Neil: “There’s a strong plurality of Republicans led by none 

other than Donald Trump himself that thought the wrong 

person won the presidential election. Donald Trump was 

robbed of that victory. Do you agree with that?” 

Ben: “Well I certainly think it’s worthy of investigation. 

What disturbs me is when people say ‘you can’t even talk 

about that’. It’s like someone stole from the cookie jar but 

you’re not even allowed to go near the cookie jar.” 

 

 

 

Neil: “You don’t think there we enough investigations and 

calls to looking into things?....Republican and Democratic 

appointed judges alike examined more than 3 dozen 

cases and shot each and every one down. ” 

Hi everyone. This is the Ben and Neil show where one of us 

asks and question with a self-evident answer and the other 

one pretends that the question is not only fair but tempers his 

response in such a way as to make sure none are offended. 

SRT Acceptable Response: Of course, you idiot, along with 

about 100 million other Americans. You yourself said there 

was a plurality of Republicans that believe it so what kind of 

stupid leading question was that? Nice hire Fox.    



 

Ben: “That is what they would like you to believe. But they 

didn’t really examine the evidence. There were only two 

cases where the evidence was actually examined, and 

both are still active. So don’t buy the narrative that they 

actually went and investigated it because it’s not true. That 

is what I am saying is we need to do a real investigation 

and not try to hide things. If there is nothing to hide there 

should be nothing to worry about.” 

  

Oh, I get it now!! Judges have political leanings? DUH!! Once 

again, you’re stating crap all of us know Captain Obvious.    

SRT Acceptable Response: Neil I am not here to discuss 

the validity of the accusation. If that were the case then let’s 

talk about the 9 minute video what shows the second angle of 

Derek Chauvin having his knee in Mr. Floyd’s back and not 

his neck. Neil I know you support wrong verdicts with little 

supporting evidence toward white cops when it involves black 

drug addicts resisting arrest. How about you show some 

support for millions upon millions of Americans that feel 

ripped off? Wouldn’t that be fair and balanced Neil?      



Neil: “In your gut is Joe Biden the legitimate President of 

the United States. ” 

 

Ben: “Well it doesn’t really matter what my gut says. What 

matters is that are we going to be open and fair about this 

and elections in general. We need to make sure we have 

a system that half the people aren’t skeptical of and the 

only way to do this is to be open and fair and transparent. 

And if we keep hiding things and punishing people who 

want to know answers all that does is increase suspicion. 

These are things we can learn from history. There are 

people who want to obliterate history. History gives us our 

beliefs and we need to weather the storm from people who 

want to change this nation.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I will ask you a question to entrap you and then you ramble.    

SRT Acceptable Response: Neil we are not even sure he is a 

legitimate human being. President? Maybe President of the 

Bingo Club at the Shady Pines senior center. You all are like 

monkeys around here. I think I may actually be wanting 

Shepard Smith back….at least it was clear he hated Trump.  

Here’s a idea Neil…maybe you could do one of those really 

cool FoxNews polls and settle this once and for all. The 

question is: “Did you vote for Joe Biden?” If the poll gets to 

81,000,000 then we have our answer. Oh and can you 

broadcasting it on that ‘Outnumbered’ show? That show gives 

me warm feelings in my heart 😊….what a bunch of 

FoxFools.       


